
Tour-2
Peschiera - Cola - Castelnuovo del Garda - San Giorgio in Salici - Santa
Lucia - Custoza - Roverbella - Goito - Valeggio – Peschiera

Opportunities for rest and photo stops:

Cola, a small town on a hill with a thermal bath nearby, great views
towards Castelnuovo del Garda.
Castelnuovo del Garda, with a larger wine cooperative and a
throughway towards Verona and Custoza.
Santa Lucia, with a very good restaurant and hilly landscape in the
southeast of Lake Garda.
Custoza, home of the white wine Bianco Custoza. A beautiful
location of the small town on a hill amidst endless vineyards. In the
middle of the small town is the church with a very simple but rustic
bar right next to it. Opening times depend on the mood of the
host. Monument on a hill.
Goito, in the middle between Valeggio and Mantua and not far
from the river Mincio.
Valeggio, a larger town south of Lake Garda that became known
for its tortellini and the famous Tortellini festival on the long stone
bridge in Borghetto. 
The Parco Sigurta is an impressive botanical garden that has its
charm in every season. 

80 km / 500 hm, may vary depending on route changes
Category BLUE



From Peschiera, after leaving the town behind, the route leads on
small roads into the eastern hinterland of the southern Lake Garda.
The roads are winding and invite you to roll and observe. When
passing Castelnuovo del Garda, there is a first small ascent and after a
short ride on the main road, turn right into the wine-growing area
around Custoza. The roads are mostly quiet, the asphalt is almost
everywhere present, even if sometimes very brittle. From a distance,
you can already see Custoza lying on a hill and it rolls perfectly there
and then up to the monument. Break at the church and then
continue south towards Goito and along the Mincio, the only outlet of
Lake Garda, back to Valeggio and Peschiera.


